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Improving Description-Based Person
Re-Identification by Multi-Granularity

Image-Text Alignments
Kai Niu , Yan Huang , Wanli Ouyang , Senior Member, IEEE, and Liang Wang, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— Description-based person re-identification (Re-id)
is an important task in video surveillance that requires dis-
criminative cross-modal representations to distinguish different
people. It is difficult to directly measure the similarity between
images and descriptions due to the modality heterogeneity (the
cross-modal problem). And all samples belonging to a single
category (the fine-grained problem) makes this task even harder
than the conventional image-description matching task. In this
paper, we propose a Multi-granularity Image-text Alignments
(MIA) model to alleviate the cross-modal fine-grained prob-
lem for better similarity evaluation in description-based person
Re-id. Specifically, three different granularities, i.e., global-
global, global-local and local-local alignments are carried out
hierarchically. Firstly, the global-global alignment in the Global
Contrast (GC) module is for matching the global contexts of
images and descriptions. Secondly, the global-local alignment
employs the potential relations between local components and
global contexts to highlight the distinguishable components while
eliminating the uninvolved ones adaptively in the Relation-
guided Global-local Alignment (RGA) module. Thirdly, as for
the local-local alignment, we match visual human parts with
noun phrases in the Bi-directional Fine-grained Matching (BFM)
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module. The whole network combining multiple granularities
can be end-to-end trained without complex pre-processing. To
address the difficulties in training the combination of multiple
granularities, an effective step training strategy is proposed to
train these granularities step-by-step. Extensive experiments and
analysis have shown that our method obtains the state-of-the-art
performance on the CUHK-PEDES dataset and outperforms the
previous methods by a significant margin.

Index Terms— Description-based person re-identification,
multi-granularity image-text alignments, step training strategy.

I. INTRODUCTION

PERSON re-identification (Re-id) [7], [9], [11], [26],
[40]–[42], [52] is an important task in video surveillance

[16], [18], [29], [53], and research in this field can help fast
and accurate retrieval in big visual data. An emerging task is
to retrieve images of people across non-overlapping cameras
with textual descriptions, which is named as description-
based person Re-id. Textual descriptions are easy to generate
and can provide adequate and comprehensive information
including semantic components and their potential relations
to retrieve the matched pedestrian. Although studied from
various perspectives [5], [6], [25], [26], [58], there are still
challenging problems that need to be better addressed.

Description-based person Re-id is a challenging task
because the existing modality heterogeneity makes it diffi-
cult to directly measure the cross-modal similarity between
images and descriptions. Although the conventional image
and description matching problem has been widely studied
[19], [20], [24], [34], [50], [54], there is a specific difference
in the task of description-based person Re-id. All images in
this task belong to the same category, i.e., pedestrian category
(the fine-grained problem), making this task harder than only
dealing with the modality heterogeneity. As shown in Figure 1,
six different people have similar suits, and it is obviously
harder to distinguish them compared with the images in
the conventional image-description matching problem which
have various topics, scenes, styles and so on. And the hand-
annotated descriptions are also similar among different people
due to the same category. Therefore, it is more difficult to solve
this cross-modal fine-grained problem in the description-based
person Re-id.

To address the fine-grained problem, one straightfor-
ward idea is to apply the existing fine-grained component
matching methods [19], [24], [34] to the new scenario of
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Fig. 1. The fine-grained problem of description-based person re-identification
(Re-id). Images in description-based person Re-id (CUHK-PEDES [26]
dataset, six different people) are much less distinguishable than the ones in
image-text matching task (MS-COCO [21] dataset), because they all belong
to the same category, i.e., pedestrian category.

description-based person Re-id to enhance the discrimination
of different features. But there are still some problems that
have not been well settled.

First, methods [30], [56] based on pre-processing with
external cues (e.g., pose) for local component extraction need
to be further fine-tuned or even re-trained additionally before-
hand on the dataset of pedestrian. So they can provide more
accurate components for the subsequent fine-grained matching
in person Re-id. Unfortunately, there is no annotation of body
parts or body segments in the dataset of description-based
person Re-id, which makes the fine-tuning or re-training even
more difficult. As for the region-based methods [1], [24], they
need attribute-level annotations (as shown in Figure 2 (a)) to
fine-tune the region proposal generation approaches for pre-
processing due to the the fine-grained problem in person Re-id.
But attribute-based annotations are also unavailable in the
pedestrian dataset. And complex pre-processing approaches
may lead to some difficulties in end-to-end training.

Second, fine-grained part-based methods [42], [45], [52],
[55], [59] have shown great strength in the conventional
image-based person Re-id, which do not require additional
part labeling annotations for pre-processing. However, it is
non-trivial to carry out part-based fine-grained matching in
the description-based person Re-id. Compared with the con-
ventional image-based person Re-id, the difficulties mainly
lie in two aspects. On the one hand, a single image part
may correspond to multiple separate words in the description,
as shown by the part ‘yellow bag slung’ in Figure 2 (b). Thus
the simple textual partition, i.e., naturally dividing a sentence
into separate words, is not appropriate for image-description
fine-grained matching. On the other hand, there are also some
ambiguities due to the modality heterogeneity when using
textual words to retrieve the matched image parts. Specifically,
as shown in Figure 2 (c), ‘white skirt’ can refer to several
visual components from different people which contain skirts
in different styles and sizes, covering different regions and
parts of human body. And these ambiguities in fine-grained
matching may cause confusion and harm the retrieval accuracy
in the description-based person Re-id. Therefore, adaptive
local component alignment is necessary for cross-modal fine-
grained matching.

In addition, only employing fine-grained component match-
ing is not enough because it neglects the potential relations
between local components and global contexts, which can also
be used to improve the cross-modal similarity evaluation. To
be more specific, the cross-modal global-local relations can
be used as filters to eliminate the uninvolved components in
the other modality in an image-sentence pair. For example
in Figure 2 (b), the legs and shoes are not mentioned in the
description, so these attributes should not contribute to the
visual semantic representations accordingly. In this example,
sentence description provides cross-modal mutual information
that helps to ignore uninvolved visual cues, and this also
applies when visual information is used for discarding unin-
volved textual components. Based on the relation-guided fil-
tering process, we can obtain better aggregated representations
for measuring more accurate cross-modal similarities.

More than the fine-grained component matching and
relation-guided matching that consider the fine-grained prob-
lem to enhance the discrimination of features, the global
contexts are also important in person Re-id. It is because global
contexts consist of more information including not only local
components but their spatial relations (mainly in images) and
orders (mainly in descriptions) comprehensively. These poten-
tial semantic aspects also contribute to identifying a pedestrian
more accurately. On the whole, as explained in Figure 3,
we consider the foregoing fine-grained component matching,
relation-guided matching, and the global context matching
as different granularities to carry out multi-granularity cross-
modal alignments hierarchically. The three granularities can
complement with each other and provide comprehensive cross-
modal similarity evaluation.

Although our method can be end-to-end trained, it does
not mean that training all modules simultaneously is a good
training strategy. In fact, the combination of multiple gran-
ularities brings some difficulties in training. For one thing,
local components and global contexts lie in different semantic
levels and there are some differences in the objectives to use in
training. To be more specific, global contexts contain not only
the local components but also their potential dependency (e.g.,
spatial relations in images and word orders in descriptions),
so they have tighter relevance to person identity than local
components. And they are appropriate to be trained under
the supervision of person identity more than only the cross-
modal matching. For another, local component extraction
approaches may inevitably bring some ambiguities in fine-
grained component representations. For example, multiple
attributes or incomplete attributes may be divided into a
single image part, and this problem is likely to influence
the global feature extraction when trained together. Therefore,
we empirically find that it is more effective to train the global
contexts and the local components hierarchically and step-by-
step.

In summary, this paper proposes a Multi-granularity
Image-text Alignments (MIA) model to alleviate the cross-
modal fine-grained problem for better similarity evaluation
in tha task of description-based person Re-id. Specifically,
three different granularities, i.e., global-global, global-local
and local-local alignments are carried out hierarchically as
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Fig. 2. (a) Illustration of the fine-grained attribute-level regions in description-based person Re-id. (b) Illustration of the uninvolved components in an
image-sentence pair. The legs and shoes are not mentioned in the description and should not contribute to the visual representation. (c) Ambiguity due to the
modality heterogeneity when using textual words to retrieve the matched image components. The ‘white skirt’ can refer to several visual components from
different people which contain skirts in different styles and sizes, covering different regions and parts of human body.

Fig. 3. The multi-granularity image-text alignments framework. There are
three different granularities in our solution, i.e., global-global, global-local
and local-local alignments. The tick icon in the global-local granularity means
that the component is mentioned in global context in the other modality, and
the cross icon means that it is not mentioned. For example, ‘shoes’ are not
mentioned in the corresponding description, so the last image part is with a
cross icon, which indicates that this image part is less important according to
the textual description.

shown in Figure 3. Firstly, the global-global alignment in
the Global Contrast (GC) module is for matching the global
contexts of images and descriptions. Secondly, the global-local
alignment employs the potential relations between local com-
ponents and global contexts to highlight the distinguishable
components while eliminating the uninvolved ones adaptively
in the Relation-guided Global-local Alignment (RGA) module.
Thirdly, as for the local-local alignment, we match visual
human parts with noun phrases in the Bi-directional Fine-
grained Matching (BFM) module. And the whole network
with multiple granularities can be end-to-end trained without
complex pre-processing. To address the difficulties in training
the combination of multiple granularities, an effective step
training strategy is proposed to train these granularities step-
by-step. We have obtained the state-of-the-art performance
on the CUHK-PEDES [26] dataset, and outperformed the
previous methods by a significant margin.

The main contributions are as follows:

• To alleviate the cross-modal fine-grained problem,
we propose a multi-granularity image-text alignments

model for description-based person Re-id. Three different
granularities, i.e., global-global, global-local and local-
local alignments are carried out hierarchically. They
consider matching the global contexts, using global-local
relations to filter the uninvolved components and the bi-
directional fine-grained matching, respectively, for more
accurate cross-modal matching. And the proposed method
is end-to-end trainable.

• To better train the combination of multiple granularities,
an effective step training strategy is proposed to train the
whole model step-by-step.

• We obtain the state-of-the-art performance on the
CUHK-PEDES dataset, and significantly outperform
other previous methods.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Visual-Semantic Embedding

With the rapid growth of multi-modal data, the relations
and alignments among different modalities have drawn much
attention recently. Frome et al. [14] propose the Visual
Semantic Embedding (VSE) framework, which aligns global
image features with sentence features by using ranking loss.
Faghri et al. [12] penalize the VSE model according to the
hardest negative examples in the loss function and further
improve the image-sentence alignments. Huang et al. [19]
propose a selective multi-modal Long Short Term Memory
network (sm-LSTM) for image-text matching. The sm-LSTM
includes a multi-modal context-modulated attention scheme
which can selectively attend to a pair of instances of an image
and a sentence at each timestep. Lee et al. [24] propose the
Stacked Cross Attention Network (SCAN), which discovers
the cross-modal alignments by a fine-grained attention scheme
on regions in image and words in sentence. Beyond the fun-
damental image-text matching, there are more emerging and
attractive applications related to visual-semantic embedding,
such as image captioning [2], [13], [31], [37], [49] and visual
question answering [3], [32], [43], [48], [51]. Fang et al. [13]
work on the problem of image captioning, and present one of
the early deep learning image-text alignments models, Deep
Multimodal Similarity Model (DMSM), to refine the captions.
The DMSM model is trained by minimizing the negative log
posterior probability of the caption given the corresponding
image, and used to re-rank the generated captions referring to
the cross-modal image-caption similarities. Anderson et al. [1]
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Fig. 4. The overall framework of our solution. There are mainly two parts inside the framework: (a) global and local representations extraction and
(b) multi-granularity image-text alignments model. The numbers on different blocks show their steps of being trained in our step training strategy, respectively.
And the proposed step training strategy will be explained in detail in the following Section III-B.2.

propose a combined bottom-up and top-down attention mecha-
nism for image captioning and visual question answering. The
bottom-up attention proposes features of salient image regions
by using Faster R-CNN [36], while the top-down attention
determines the feature weightings.

Unlike them, the fine-grained problem is the major difficulty
in distinguishing different pedestrians in the description-based
person Re-id, which needs to be carefully addressed.

B. Person Re-Identification

Person re-identification has gained increasing attention from
both academia and industry recently, and the state-of-the-
art approaches are mostly dominated by the emerging deep
learning techniques. Su et al. [41] propose a pose-driven
deep convolutional model to learn improved features, which
leverages the human parts to alleviate the pose variations
and learn robust feature representations from both the global
image and different local parts. Liu et al. [30] propose
a pose-transferrable person Re-id framework which utilizes
pose transferred sample augmentations (with identity supervi-
sion) to enhance the Re-id model training. Song et al. [40]
introduce the binary segmentation masks and further design
a mask-guided contrastive attention model to learn features
separately from the body and background regions with region-
level triplet loss. Zhou et al. [59] propose a Point to Set
(P2S) metric for jointly minimizing the intra-class distance
and maximizing the inter-class distance in training. And they
also construct a part-based deep convolutional neural network
which considers the global, local and fusion sub-networks for
learning more discriminative pedestrian representations. Wang
et al. [45] design the Multiple Granularity Network (MGN),
a multi-branch deep network architecture consisting of one
branch for global feature representations and two branches
for local feature representations. Images in the two local
feature branches are uniformly partitioned to different numbers
of stripes for improving the discrimination by considering
multiple granularities.

Different from the previous approaches for discriminative
visual representation learning, the most severe difficulty in
description-based person Re-id is the modality heterogeneity.

And it is non-trivial to address the cross-modal fine-grained
problem in the description-base person Re-id.

C. Description-Based Person Re-Identification

Li et al. [26] propose the first large-scale person description
dataset, CUHK PErson DEScription dataset (CUHK-PEDES),
which contains person images with detailed natural language
annotations. They also provide the Recurrent Neural Network
with Gated Neural Attention mechanism model (GNA-RNN)
with unit-level attentions and word-level gates to determine
the cross-modal affinities with only matching objective. After
that, Li et al. [25] further propose an identity-aware two-stage
framework for textual-visual matching. They first adopt Cross-
Modal Cross-Entropy loss (CMCE) in stage-1 for screening
easy incorrect matchings, which uses person identity infor-
mation as supervision. Then they verify hard matchings with
a co-attention mechanism, which jointly learns the visual
spatial attention and latent semantic attention in stage-2.
These two solutions mentioned above regard each hidden
state from LSTM as word-level textual representation, which
may incur some noise because a hidden state contains a
complex semantic mixture of the current word and previous
words. And they only pay attention to one single direction
when using the fine-grained matching or attention scheme for
representation enhancement, i.e., only using text for weighting
different visual components. Chen et al. [5] improve visual
representations by global and local cross-modal associations.
The global image-language association is established accord-
ing to the identity labels, and the local association focuses on
improving the visual representations by phrase reconstruction.

Different from them, we propose a multi-granularity image-
text alignments model to carry out more accurate retrieval for
description-based person Re-id.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

The overall framework with our Multi-granularity Image-
text Alignments (MIA) model is shown in Figure 4. There are
mainly two parts inside the framework: (a) global and local
representations extraction and (b) multi-granularity image-text
alignments model.
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TABLE I

EXPLANATIONS OF THE NOTATIONS IN THE PROPOSED MIA MODEL

In part (a), we use convolutional neural networks (CNN)
[17], [23], [39] to extract the visual feature maps in the image
path. Then the path is divided into two branches for global
context features and image part features, respectively. We use
a global mean pooling layer and a fully connected layer (FC
layer) in sequence to obtain the global visual representation.
We employ 1 × 1 convolution and local mean pooling on
respective image parts to obtain the part features. As for the
textual path, sentence encoding and phrase encoding share the
same bi-directional gated recurrent unit (Bi-GRU) [8], [10]
model and then have different FC layers.

For the MIA model in part (b), there are mainly three
modules corresponding to the three granularities. To be more
specific, the Global Contrast (GC) module is used to carry
out global-global alignment. And it uses the global visual and
textual context representations to obtain a fundamental global-
global similarity. The Relation-guided Global-local Alignment
(RGA) module is for global-local relation filtering, which
exploits cross-modal relation alignments to filter the unin-
volved attributes for obtaining better aggregated representa-
tions. And an intermediate global-local similarity is computed
in the RGA module. Then the Bi-directional Fine-grained
Matching (BFM) module is for local-local alignment based on
the trained fine-grained local components. By combining these
three modules for different granularities hierarchically, we can
obtain more comprehensive cross-modal similarity evaluation.

A. Multi-Granularity Image-Text Alignments (MIA)

We will present the details of the three different modules in
our MIA model as follows, and the notations we use are first
explained in Table I for clarity.

1) Global Contrast (GC): For the fundamental global-
global granularity, we use the conventional CNN for visual
encoding and Bi-GRU for textual encoding. For the image I ,

the feature maps from CNN are sequentially passed through a
global mean pooling layer and a FC layer to obtain the global
visual context representation I ∈ R

V , where V means the
dimension of the image representation. As for the description
T , we first embed each word w ∈ R

W inside T to an
embedding vector x ∈ R

E by

x = We ×w, (1)

where We ∈ R
E×W is the embedding matrix. Notation E

means the dimension of the word embedding and W is the
vocabulary size. Then we input all these vectors sequentially
through a Bi-GRU,

−→
ht = −−−→G RU (xt ,

−−→
ht−1)←−

ht = ←−−−G RU (xt ,
←−−
ht−1), (2)

where
−→
ht ∈ R

H and
←−
ht ∈ R

H indicate the hidden states at
time-step t in the forward and backward directions, respec-
tively. H is the dimension of the hidden states in Bi-GRU.
After that, we concatenate the forward hidden state

−→
hF ∈ R

H

and backward
←−
hF ′ ∈ R

H at separate last time-step F and F ′.
And the sentence FC layer is employed for getting the final
representation T ∈ R

C of the description T , as shown by

T = Wg × [−→hF ,
←−
hF ′ ] + bg, (3)

where Wg ∈ R
C×2H and bg ∈ R

C are the parameters in the
sentence FC layer for the description T . Notation C indicates
the dimension of the sentence representation, and [·, ·] means
the concatenation of two vectors. The global-global similarity
sG between image I and description T is computed by

sG = sim(I, T), (4)

where sim(·, ·) denotes the similarity function between the
visual representation I and textual representation T.

2) Relation-Guided Global-Local Alignment (RGA): For
relation modeling, we first have to extract the fine-grained
component features of image parts and noun phrases. Then
the global-local relations can be modeled based on the fine-
grained component features and global contexts. The approach
in [42] splits the feature maps from visual CNN into several
non-overlapping parts equally along the vertical direction.
And it introduces almost no extra computational cost, better
than the pose-based or region-based approaches which require
complex pre-processing beforehand. Therefore, visual partition
can be done along with the training procedure and enables
our method to be end-to-end trainable. As for the textual
description, noun phrases have more semantic concepts and
more precise correspondences with image parts than separate
words. Therefore, we focus on noun phrases and encode them
separately, different from [24] that models all words in a
sentence by their hidden states from LSTM. The reason is
that a hidden state contains a complex semantic mixture of
the current word and previous words, which may bring some
noise in the following cross-modal matching.

After obtaining the visual human parts and textual noun
phrases, directly using these fine-grained local components
for cross-modal matching is inappropriate, because there exist
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Fig. 5. Illustration of obtaining the global-local similarity in the I → T
direction in the RGA module.

some ambiguities due to the modality heterogeneity and imper-
fect partition approaches, and the local component represen-
tations are not well trained yet. Therefore, we employ the
attention mechanism to first carry out relation-guided global-
local alignment to improve the quality of local component rep-
resentations. And an intermediate cross-modal similarity can
be obtained based on the attentively aggregated representations
and the global contexts.

For the image I , we obtain n local features corresponding
to different non-overlapping image parts following [42], which
are denoted as P1, P2, . . . , Pn ∈ R

P , where P means the
dimension of the image part features. As for description T ,
we use the Natural Language ToolKit (NLTK) [4] for syntactic
analysis, word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging, and
then obtain several noun phrases. This extraction procedure
can be handled dynamically along with the training procedure,
which benefits the end-to-end training. Similar to the whole
description sentence encoding, we use Equations 1 and 2, and
employ another FC layer in

N = Wl × [−→hF ,
←−
hF ′ ] + bl (5)

for getting the representation N ∈ R
N of a noun phrase, where

N is the dimension of the noun phrase features. Wl ∈ R
N×2H

and bl ∈ R
N are the parameters in the noun phrase FC layer.

We do not restrict the number m of noun phrases extracted
from a sentence, i.e., m is different for different description
sentences, and obtain the features of N1, N2, . . . , Nm ∈ R

N .
Based on the image part representations P1, P2, . . . , Pn and

noun phrase representations N1, N2, . . . , Nm , we have two
opposite directions in relation-guided global-local alignment,
i.e., image-guided phrase alignment (T → I ) and sentence-
guided part alignment (I → T ). Figure 5 shows the I →
T direction as an example. We first employ a cross-modal
attention method to determine the relations vi between all the
image parts P1, P2, . . . , Pn and the global textual context T.
Specifically, each vi is computed by

vi = exp(sim(M L PV (Pi ), T))∑n
i=1 exp(sim(M L PV (Pi ), T))

. (6)

M L PV (·) means multi-layer perceptron for visual parts, i.e.,
MLP-V-RGA in Figure 4, and sim(·, ·) denotes the similarity
function between Pi and T. Then we use

IR =
∑n

i=1
vi · Pi (7)

to selectively aggregate the part representations Pi to the
relation-guided visual representation IR ∈ R

P . This feature
aggregation process is supervised by the global-local relation
indicator vi , which indicates the semantic correlation between
different image parts and the whole description. After that,

Fig. 6. Illustration of obtaining the local-local similarity in the P → N
direction in the BFM module.

the intermediate cross-modal similarity in the I → T direction
is

sI = sim(IR, T), (8)

which is regarded as the global-local similarity inside the
intermediate hierarchy RGA of our MIA model.

Similarly, we can obtain the relation-guided textual repre-
sentation TR ∈ R

N in the opposite T → I direction by

c j = exp(sim(M L PT (N j ), I))∑m
j=1 exp(sim(M L PT (N j ), I))

, (9)

TR =
∑m

j=1
c j · N j . (10)

M L PT (·) means multi-layer perceptron for noun phrases, i.e.,
MLP-T-RGA in Figure 4. And the corresponding intermediate
similarity in the T → I direction after relation-guided global-
local alignment is

sT = sim(TR, I). (11)

3) Bi-Directional Fine-Grained Matching (BFM): In the top
level of our MIA method, we carry out the bi-directional
fine-grained matching between visual human parts and textual
noun phrases for local-local granularity similarities. The local
feature extraction of image parts and noun phrases employs the
modules that have been trained in the foregoing GC and RGA
granularities. And another two MLPs (MLP-T-BFM and MLP-
V-BFM in Figure 4) in the BFM module provide adaptation for
appropriate parts-phrases matching. Based on the component
representations, the BFM module obtains distinguishable fine-
grained cross-modal similarities and identifies a pedestrian
having small differences with others.

To better exploit cross-modal correspondences, we have
two opposite directions in fine-grained matching, i.e., noun-
phrase-related direction (P → N) and part-related direction
(N → P). Figure 6 shows an example of the P → N
direction. We first select a noun phrase, e.g., N1 of dark
slack, and evaluate the similarity between N1 and all the
image parts, P1, P2, . . . , Pn . Then we refer to these similarity
values and use an attention mechanism to adaptively obtain
the combined single-noun-phrase-related visual representation,
Ĩ1 ∈ R

P , as shown by the path in golden color in Figure 6.
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Using the same steps for each noun-phrase feature N j , we can
obtain all the combined single-noun-phrase-related visual rep-
resentations Ĩ1, Ĩ2, . . . , Ĩm ∈ R

P by

Ĩ j =
∑n

k=1
α j,k · Pk, (12)

α j,k = exp(sim(M L PT (N j ), M L PV (Pk)))∑n
k=1 exp(sim(M L PT (N j ), M L PV (Pk)))

. (13)

M L PT (·) means the multi-layer perceptron MLP-T-BFM
for noun phrases, and M L PV (·) indicates the MLP-V-BFM
for visual parts, as shown in Figure 4. sim(·, ·) denotes
the similarity function between the two feature vectors,
and exp(·) means the exponential operation. After obtaining
Ĩ1, Ĩ2, . . . , Ĩm , the local-local similarity in the P → N
direction is

sP = 1

m

m∑
k=1

sim(Ĩk, Nk). (14)

Similarly in the opposite N → P direction, we can obtain
the combined single-image-part-related textual representations
T̃1, T̃2, . . . , T̃n ∈ R

N by

T̃i =
∑m

k=1
βi,k ·Nk, (15)

βi,k = exp(sim(M L PV (Pi ), M L PT (Nk)))∑m
k=1 exp(sim(M L PV (Pi ), M L PT (Nk)))

. (16)

And the local-local similarity in the N → P direction is

sN = 1

n

n∑
k=1

sim(T̃k, Pk). (17)

4) Similarity Fusion: From the aforementioned multi-
granularity alignments in separate modules, we obtain five
similarities which can be divided into three different cate-
gories. Specifically, sG from the GC module can be regarded as
the global-global similarity, and sI and sT are the intermediate
global-local similarities in the RGA module. In the top-level
BFM module, sP and sN are regarded as the local-local
similarities. To properly fuse these similarities, we introduce
two hyper-parameters to adjust their proportions,

sF = sG + λ1 · sR + λ2 · sL ,

sR = (sI + sT ) /2,

sL = (sP + sN ) /2, (18)

where sF indicates the final fused cross-modal similarity, and
sR and sL are the similarities after averaging the two opposite
directions in the RGA and BFM modules, respectively.

B. Learning Procedure

We employ two kinds of objectives and propose an effective
step training strategy. In the following, we provide the details
of the objectives and the training strategy.

1) Objectives: Two different objectives are used in training,
i.e., identity objective and matching objective. The identity
objective comes from that identities (ID) of pedestrians can
be regarded as categories for classifying images and descrip-
tions, and the matching objective is commonly used in the
conventional cross-modal retrieval.

Identity Objective: We regard different IDs in the training
set as the number of categories, and classify images and
descriptions to the corresponding ID category separately. The
loss value of the identity objective is

PI = so f tmax(Ws · I+ bs),

L I = −log(PI (I D)),

PT = so f tmax(Ws · T+ bs),

LT = −log(PT (I D)). (19)

Ws ∈ R
I D×G is the shared matrix for mapping the features of

images and descriptions into the same space, whose dimension
I D depends on the number of different IDs in the training set,
and G = V = C . bs ∈ R

I D means the shared bias vector.
Subscript I means image and T means description. P·(I D) is
the predicted probability of the right person ID, and the loss
value L · is the negative logarithm of the probability P·(I D).

Matching Objective: The hinge-based triplet matching
objective has shown its strength in the task of image-text
matching [12], [24]. Referring to [12], we adopt the Sum of
Hinge (SH) loss L M as the matching objective:

L M =
∑

T̂

max[0, α − S(I, T)+ S(I, T̂)]

+
∑

Î

max[0, α − S(T, I) + S(T, Î)], (20)

where I and T indicate the image and sentence representations,
respectively. (I, T) and (T, I) mean the matched image and
description pairs, and (I, T̂), (T, Î) indicate the mismatched
pairs. S(·, ·) means the similarity function between the two
samples, where we use the Cosine similarity. Parameter α is
for the margin between matched and mismatched pairs.

Discussion: The mentioned two objectives have different
concerns. The identity objective classifies the descriptions
corresponding to different images while referring to the same
person into the same ID category. However, the descriptions
of an image may have some kind of mismatch to other images
inside the same ID category. In other words, the identity
objective is a little weak in handling the fine-grained matching.
Therefore, the identity objective is more like a loose constraint,
and fits for initialization in training to eliminate obvious
mismatched pairs. As for the matching objective, it is stricter
because it regards the descriptions annotated for one image as
negative matchings for other images that belong to the same
person ID. So the matching objective can be used to learn
more accurate cross-modal relations between an image and
its corresponding descriptions, which is more suitable to be
exploited for finetuning.

2) Training Strategy: The step training strategy contains
three steps, corresponding to the three modules in our MIA
model, i.e., the GC, RGA and BFM modules, respectively.
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TABLE II

DETAILED CONFIGURATIONS IN THE EXPERIMENTS (S1, S2 AND S3 MEAN SEPARATE STEPS IN TRAINING)

In the first step, we only use the identity objective to
initialize the parameters related to global representations,
which are annotated by number 1© in Figure 4. As explained
in Section III-B.1, the identity objective is more like a loose
constraint and fits for initialization, so we do not fine-tune
the pre-trained visual CNN but focus on training the textual
path and global visual FC layer from scratch. The overall loss
function of the first step is

L1 = L I + LT . (21)

In the second step, we aim to train the fine-grained com-
ponent representations under the reference of trained global
contexts, so we additionally use the matching objective which
is more suitable for accurate fine-tuning. As annotated by
numbers 1© and 2© in Figure 4, the parameters (including
the visual CNN) are fine-tuned by the identity and matching
objectives together, and the overall loss function is

L2 = L1 + LG
M + (L I−T

M + LT−I
M ), (22)

where LG
M means the matching objective for global representa-

tions in the GC module. L I−T
M and LT−I

M indicate the matching
objectives for the two opposite directions in RGA, respectively.

Finally, we fix other parameters except for the two MLPs in
the BFM module for parts and phrases in training, as annotated
by number 3© in Figure 4. The loss function is

L3 = L P−N
M + L N−P

M . (23)

L P−N
M and L N−P

M are for the matching objectives in the two
opposite directions in the BFM module.

Discussion: In the proposed step training strategy, the iden-
tity objective is only used to train the global contexts rather
than the local components, and the reason is that only global
representations have tighter relevance to person ID. Specifi-
cally, different people could have similar local components,
i.e., local components are not tightly relevant to person ID.
Thus it is a little inappropriate to use identity objective for
classifying the local components.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Dataset and Protocols

We evaluate our MIA method based on the CUHK-
PEDES [26] dataset, which is currently the only one for
description-based person Re-id. It contains 40,206 images
from 13,003 different pedestrians, and each image comes
with two hand-annotated descriptions. The textual descrip-
tions are generally longer than 23 words, and the vocabulary
contains 9,408 unique words in total. We follow the same
protocol in [26]. Specifically, there are 34,054 images with
68,108 captions of 11,003 different pedestrians in the training
set. The validation set has 3,078 images, 6,156 sentences
of 1,000 pedestrians, and the testing set has 3,074 images with
6,148 captions of another 1,000 pedestrians.

We measure performance by R@K, i.e., recall at K—the
fraction of queries for which the correct item is retrieved
in the closest K points to the query. Following [26], a suc-
cessful search is achieved if any image of the correspond-
ing person is among the top-K images. We report R@1,
R@5 and R@10 criteria and their summation (Total) for all the
experiments.

B. Implementation Details

For an image I , the global visual representation I has the
dimension of V = 1024. To have fair comparisons with the
previous methods, we use the pre-trained VGG-16 [39] and
ResNet-50 [17] as visual CNN, respectively. Following [42],
we resize all images to the size of 384×128, and these images
are randomly mirrored for image augumentation before sent
to the visual encoder. For VGG-16, we extract the feature
maps before the first FC layer, whose size is 12 × 4 × 512.
As for ResNet-50, we extract the feature maps before the
average pooling layer, whose size is 24×8×2048. As for the
sentence encoding, the global textual representation T has the
dimension of C = 1024. Dimension of the word embeddings
that are input to the GRU is E = 300, and the textual forward
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and backward final hidden states
−→
hF and

←−
hF ′ from Bi-GRU

are of H = 1024, respectively.
For image parts, we split feature maps from visual CNN

to six parts equally along the vertical direction, i.e., n = 6 in
all the experiments, which has been proved to be the optimal
number of parts in [42]. The two visual MLPs, i.e., MLP-V-
BFM and MLP-V-RGA, map the features of image parts from
the dimension of 256 to P = 1024. As for noun phrases,
the output dimensions of the textual MLPs, i.e., MLP-T-BFM
and MLP-T-RGA, are set to N = 1024. All the four MLPs
consist of two linear mapping layers and an activation function
of ReLU [33], [47] between them.

We employ the Cosine similarity as the similarity function
sim(·, ·) everywhere in our MIA model, which has been
proved to be effective and widely used in the field of cross-
modal retrieval. In training, the Adam [22] optimizer is
employed to train the models with a batch size of 96. We
start training with a learning rate of 0.001 for 10 epochs in
step-1. In step-2, the initial learning rate is set to 0.0002, and
it scales down to one tenth after each 10 epochs. After training
for about 20 epochs in step-2, we fix all the modules except
for the two MLPs in the BFM module, i.e., MLP-V-BFM and
MLP-T-BFM, for training another 5 epochs with a learning
rate of 0.0002 in step-3. The margin α is set to 0.2 in the
matching objective L M in Equation 20.

C. Evaluation of Ablation Models

We carry out extensive experiments for evaluation of abla-
tion models by taking VGG-16 as the visual CNN. To
systematically evaluate the contributions of different model
components and training configurations, we design various
ablation models. As shown in Table II, ‘Context’, ‘Relation’
and ‘Component’ are for the global-global, global-local and
local-local alignments, respectively. The S1, S2 and S3 mean
separate steps in training. The last column ‘Results’ in Table II
indicates the retrieval results of which granularity are reported.
When a specific granularity is not trained, the corresponding
parameter λ will be set to 0 in sF in Equation 18. For example,
the entry ‘GC’ is provided with λ1 = 0.0 and λ2 = 0.0. For the
model which needs to combine multiple granularities, we set
λ1 = 1.0 and λ2 = 0.5 in Equation 18 to report the sF .

1) Granularities and Their Combination: As our MIA
model is a solution that combines multiple granularities of
cross-modal similarities, we provide analysis on the effective-
ness of separate granularities and their combinations, as shown
in Table III. Specifically, entries in the upper block show the
retrieval performance when combining different granularities
in training. In the lower block, we train the whole MIA model
with our step training strategy and provide the performance of
different granularities individually, i.e., sG , sR , sL , and their
combinations sF . The detailed analyses are as follows:

1-1) The ‘GC + RGA’ and ‘GC + BFM’ both obtain
performance improvements compared with the ‘GC’, which
proves that employing multi-granularity alignments can facil-
itate more accurate cross-modal similarity evaluation.

1-2) The RGA module is more effective than the BFM
module. The reason is that using trained global contexts as

TABLE III

ABLATION STUDY OF THE MIA MODEL

reference in RGA tends to have the appropriate optimization
direction for fine-grained feature extraction, resulting in better
retrieval performance. In contrast, directly using fine-grained
components for cross-modal matching in the BFM module
may suffer from the problem of ambiguous local components.

1-3) The ‘GC + RGA + BFM’ performs better than the
‘GC + BFM’ but worse when compared to the ‘GC +
RGA’, which again validates the superiority of relation-guided
filtering in RGA. And it also proves that employing fine-
grained component matching in BFM for training together may
lead to a wrong optimizing direction and harm the retrieval
accuracy.

1-4) The ‘MIA (R)’ is better than the ‘MIA (G)’. This
indicates that considering relations to adaptively highlight the
significant components while filtering the uninvolved ones
can obtain improvements than the global context matching.
The global contexts consider every component equally by
the global pooling, ignoring their different significances and
bringing some noise from the uninvolved components.

1-5) The full model ‘MIA’ outperforms any one of the
‘MIA (G)’, ‘MIA (R)’ and ‘MIA (L)’, which indicates that
combining multi-granularity image-text alignments can pro-
vide comprehensive cross-modal similarity evaluation, leading
to better retrieval performance.

To show the effectiveness of different granularities more
clearly, we provide visualization analysis in Figure 7. In part
(a), we illustrate some representative examples in ‘GC +
RGA’ to show the strength of the relation-guided attention
in the RGA module. Red color means that the part is the most
relevant one to the textual context (i.e., maximal weight after
the relation-guided attention), which should be highlighted
heavily in the visual parts aggregation guided by the global-
local relations. And the part in yellow color has the sec-
ond maximum weight. The words that related to these two
marked visual parts (with the largest weights) are underlined
in description, and we can find that they cover the major
attributes in description, which are the key semantic concepts
that could be used to distinguish this pedestrian from others.
In contrast, the parts in green and blue colors have the smallest
weights after relation-guided attention, and the reason is that
these two parts are for the attributes which are not mentioned
in the description. Taking the first image-description pair as an
example, ‘looking at her phone’, ‘wearing a red t-shirt’ and
‘with a yellow bag slung over her shoulder’ are the major
attributes that make the person distinguishable from other
people. Our method properly focuses on the two image parts
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Fig. 7. Visualization analysis on ablation studies of our method. (a) The effectiveness of the relation-guided attention in the RGA module. We provide the
I → T direction as an example, i.e., the relations between image parts and the global textual context. Red color means the part with the maximal weight
after attention and yellow color means the second maximum. Green and blue colors are for the parts with the smallest weights. The underlined attributes
in description are relevant to the two parts with the largest weights in image, which are the most distinguishable attributes for more accurate person Re-id.
In contrast, the image parts that are relevant to the uninvolved components in description have the smallest weights. (b) The effectiveness of the fine-grained
matching in the BFM module. The two examples are using noun phrases to attend to image parts (P → N direction). Red color means the part is the most
similar one (with the maximal weight) to the phrase after the part-phrase attention, and yellow color means the second similar one.

Fig. 8. Comparisons of the retrieval results among different granularities. The ‘GC + BFM’ and ‘GC + RGA’ models outperform the ‘GC’ model, and our
‘MIA’ method obtains the best retrieval results by combining multiple granularities. Taking the upper one for instance, using the ‘yellow short sleeve shirt’
can retrieve many people with a yellow shirt, but the fine-grained attribute ‘reading a small pamphlet’ is the key semantic concept to distinguish the correct
pedestrian from others. As shown by the image in right (same color meanings as in Figure 7), the ‘reading a small pamphlet’ part has the largest weight and
the ‘yellow short sleeve shirt’ part has the second largest weight after the relation-guided attention. On the contrary, the bottom two parts have the smallest
weights because the legs and shoes are not mentioned in the query description. And the lower example can be explained similarly.

containing these key attributes and can further achieve more
accurate matching. The legs and shoes are not mentioned in the
description, so the bottom two image parts have the smallest
weights.

In part (b), we illustrate some representative examples in
‘GC + BFM’ to show the effectiveness of the fine-grained
matching in BFM. Red color means the part is the most rele-
vant one (with maximal weight) to the phrase after attention,
and yellow color means the second most relevant one. Unlike
part (a), we omit the parts with the smallest weights in image,
and the reason is that it is meaningless to tell which image
part has the most discrepancy to the noun phrase. In the left
example in Figure 7 (b), we can find that our method can
obtain correct matching for all the four noun phrases which
have explicit referring attributes in the corresponding image.
As for the example in the right, the first five noun phrases
with explicit referring attributes are correctly referred. But

the last phrase ‘Somebody’, which is ambiguous and involves
almost all parts, cannot be accurately located to specific parts
in the image. Based on the accurate fine-grained component
matching, the major difficulty in description-based Re-id, i.e.,
the cross-modal fine-grained problem, can be alleviated. And
the retrieval performance can be further improved.

We provide comparisons of the retrieval results in Figure 8.
There are two aspects which are worth noting: First, the ‘GC
+ BFM’ and ‘GC + RGA’ models both outperform the ‘GC’
model, and ‘GC + RGA’ is better. Taking the upper one for
example, we visualize the relation attention in RGA and find
that our model focuses on ‘reading a small pamphlet’ (in
red with the maximal weight) and ‘wearing a yellow short
sleeve shirt’ (in yellow with the second maximal weight),
which are the most distinguishable attributes for accurate
retrieval. Between these two attributes, using ‘yellow short
sleeve shirt’ can retrieve many people with a yellow shirt, but
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TABLE IV

ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED STEP TRAINING STRATEGY

‘reading a small pamphlet’ is the key attribute to distinguish
the correct pedestrian from others. Therefore, the part in red is
the most distinguishable one, i.e., having maximal weight in
our relation-guided attention filtering. Second, by combining
the RGA and BFM modules, the MIA model can obtain the
best retrieval results than either RGA or BFM individually,
validating the effectiveness of combining multi-granularity
alignments in the cross-modal similarity evaluation.

2) Step Training Strategy Analysis: In Table IV, we provide
the detailed results in different granularities individually, i.e.,
sG , sR , sL and the final similarity sF , to carry out analysis on
the proposed step training strategy.

2-1) For the global context similarity sG , we can find that
directly employing the BFM module for training together tends
to harm the performance based on the comparisons between
‘GC + BFM (G)’ and ‘GC (G)’ as well as ‘GC + RGA
+ BFM (G)’ and ‘GC + RGA (G)’. The reason is due to
the ambiguities of local components, which may lead to a
wrong optimizing direction and influence the quality of feature
extraction.

2-2) Compared between ‘MIA (G)’ and ‘GC + RGA +
BFM (G)’, we can find that our step training strategy can alle-
viate the problem of ambiguous local component extraction,
and keep the sG from decreasing.

2-3) The ‘MIA (G)’ has the same results as the ‘GC + RGA
(G)’. The reason is that we fix the parameters related to the
GC and RGA modules but focus on training the two MLPs
(MLP-V-BFM and MLP-T-BFM) in step-3. So the parameters
related to the GC and RGA modules remain unchanged.

2-4) Models in the sR block have the similar behaviors as
in the sG block, and the reasons are the same as well.

2-5) In the block of sL , we can find that the performance of
sL improves gradually. From ‘Fine (L)’ to ‘MIA (L)’, our step
training strategy introduces the GC, RGA and BFM modules
step-by-step with appropriate objectives in respective training
steps. This will enhance the shared backbone networks and
further improve the fine-grained component feature extraction,
leading to a better fine-grained similarity sL .

2-6) As for the last block of sF , our step training strategy
(‘MIA’) outperforms the together training (‘GC + RGA +

TABLE V

ANALYSIS OF EMPLOYING DIFFERENT OBJECTIVES IN THE TWO
STEPS (GC + RGA RESULTS)

TABLE VI

COMPARISONS BETWEEN COMBINING STEP-1 AND STEP-2 AND OUR

STEP TRAINING STRATEGY (GC + RGA RESULTS)

TABLE VII

COMPARISONS BETWEEN USING ALL WORDS AND ONLY NOUN

PHRASES (MIA RESULTS)

BFM’) by 1.3% in terms of R@1. In addition, compared
with the ‘GC + RGA’ in Table III, ‘MIA’ further obtains
0.8% improvements in terms of R@1 despite the problem
of ambiguities from fine-grained component extraction. The
reason is that we first use GC and RGA to train the backbone
modules for better feature extraction in the step-1 and step-2,
avoiding the influence of inappropriate optimizing direction in
BFM. After that, we fix the backbone modules and only train
the two MLPs in BFM, which can provide adaptation for more
accurate sL . And better sL can finally contribute to the sF by
the similarity combination.

3) Objective Analysis: Some varieties of employing differ-
ent objectives in separate training steps are carried out and
the results are in Table V (‘Id’ is for identity objective and
‘Mat’ means matching objective). We choose the ‘GC + RGA’
model for comparison, because the BFM module only contains
the MLP-V-BFM and MLP-T-BFM to be trained in step-3, and
the gradients are not back-propagated through other modules.
So the performance of ‘GC + RGA’ remains unchanged.

3-1) Comparing the first two entries, we can find that using
the identity objective and matching objective together in step-
2 obtains better results than only using the matching objective.
The identity objective fits for the goal of person Re-id, and
the matching objective is effective and commonly used in
the cross-modal image-sentence matching problem. Therefore,
combining these two objectives together can further improve
the representations in training and obtain better retrieval per-
formance.

3-2) Comparing the last three entries, we can find that ‘Id
+ Mat, Id + Mat’ outperforms the ‘Mat, Id + Mat’ but is
worse than the ‘Id, Id + Mat’. The major reason is that we
focus on initializing the textual path and global visual FC layer
from scratch while fixing the ImageNet [38] pre-trained CNN
in step-1 in training. The pre-trained CNN has not been fine-
tuned on the CUHK-PEDES dataset, and the other modules are
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TABLE VIII

ANALYSIS OF THE CUHK-PEDES DATASET. ELEMENTS IN THIS TABLE ARE IMAGES (IDS) IN SEPARATE SUB-DATASETS

not trained yet. Thus using a strict constraint, i.e., the matching
objective, is likely to fall into an inappropriate optimization
direction due to the poor feature representations, as we have
explained in the Discussion part in Section III-B.1. In contrast,
the identity objective is more like a loose constraint and fits
for initialization in step-1.

4) Step Combination: We also combine the step-1 and step-
2 together in training (using a learning rate of 0.0002 to train
the whole model, including the visual CNN), and the results
of the ‘GC + RGA’ model are shown in Table VI. We can
find that its performance is much worse than our step training
strategy. This again validates the importance of only using the
identity objective for parameter initialization in step-1, i.e.,
initializing the textual paths and global visual FC layer from
scratch.

5) All Words Vs Noun Phrases: To validate the superiority
of using noun phrases rather than all words in description
sentences, we provide the experimental results in Table VII.
The two entries both employ the ‘MIA’ model (explained
in Table II) with λ1 = 1.0 and λ2 = 0.5 for similarity
combination. We can find that the proposed MIA model
obtains better performance with only noun phrases rather than
all words. The reason is that some words may not have the
explicit corresponding components in the image, and these
words will introduce some noise to the cross-modal fine-
grained matching. Besides, a single image part may correspond
to multiple separate words in the description, while a single
word is not able to completely describe the image part.

6) Results on the SSM Dataset: It should be noted that,
the CUHK-PEDES [26] dataset consists of several sub-
datasets, and the details are shown in Table VIII. We regard
the largest one, i.e., SSM [46] sub-dataset, as an individual
dataset, and carry out additional experiments on it to further
validate the effectiveness of our MIA method.

We employ VGG-16 as the visual CNN, and re-train our
MIA method on the SSM sub-dataset, and the experimental
results are shown in Table IX. We can find that our MIA
method still outperforms the GC(G) model by a large margin
in terms of all the criteria, and the final fusion of multiple
granularities can obtain the best performance.

D. Comparisons With Other State-of-the-Art Methods

The comparisons with other state-of-the-art methods are
shown in Table X, and the best results are in bold. All the
methods follow the same protocol in [26] for fair comparison,
as stated in Section IV-A. These methods can be divided
into two categories by the visual CNNs, i.e., VGG-16 and
ResNet-50. Using VGG-16, we achieve significant 15.85%

TABLE IX

ABLATION STUDY ON THE SSM SUB-DATASET (MIA RESULTS

WITH VGG-16 AS VISUAL CNN)

TABLE X

COMPARISONS WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS

improvements in terms of R@1 compared with the best
Dual-Path [58] method. The PWM-ATH [6] method employs
fine-grained patch-word matching, but does not have the
global-local relations for supervising the learning of fine-
grained component features or filtering the uninvolved compo-
nents in the image-description pair. And the multi-granularity
similarity combination is not considered, either. Our MIA
method achieves 20.86% increases compared with the PWM-
ATH in terms of R@1, validating the great advantage of
the global-local relations and multi-granularity alignments. As
for using the stronger ResNet-50 as visual CNN, our MIA
model beats the best Dual-Path [58] method by 8.70% in
terms of R@1. The GLIA [5] method introduces the patch-
phrase matching, but only focuses on improving the visual
representations by phrase reconstruction in local association.
Both using ResNet-50, our MIA outperforms the GLIA by
9.52% in terms of R@1, which again proves the superiority
of our method.

E. Effect of the Hyper-Parameters

In Equation 18, there are two balancing hyper-parameters λ1
and λ2 to adjust the proportions of separate similarities coming
from different granularities. We carry out experiments to
analyze the effect of these hyper-parameters, and the detailed
results are in Tables XI and XII. Specifically, we employ the
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TABLE XI

ANALYSIS OF HYPER-PARAMETER λ1 (MIA RESULTS, λ2 = 0.0)

TABLE XII

ANALYSIS OF HYPER-PARAMETER λ2 (MIA RESULTS, λ1 = 0.0)

‘MIA’ model in Table II, and adjust the λ1 or λ2 when fixing
the other one to figure out their effects individually. We can
find that the performance is improved when λ1 increases, and
reaches the peak at about λ1 = 1.5. After that, it goes down
a little when λ1 keeps increasing. As for the hyper-parameter
λ2, the performance increases before around 0.7, then a few
decreases will be seen as λ2 continues to increase.

F. Failure Cases Analysis

Although our MIA model has achieved significant improve-
ments than other state-of-the-art methods, there are still some
circumstances that cannot be well handled. Some failure cases
are shown in Figure 9. Specifically, we select the cases
where the true matching pedestrian images are out of the
top-10 retrieval results, and they can be roughly divided
into two different scenarios. (a) Incomplete coverage. The
query description does match some images which are not the
ground-truth, but it cannot cover all the attributes in these
images. Regarding these images as correct matchings will
make mistakes. As shown in Figure 9 (a), the query description
does match the pedestrian image in red box, but cannot
cover the attribute ‘black bag in right shoulder’, which is the
key attribute to distinguish this pedestrian from others. And
the ground truth image is mistakenly placed out of the top-
10 retrieval results. (b) Fuzzy description. The sentence may
contain some fuzzy attributes, which will harm the accurate
retrieval. For example in Figure 9 (b), the man’s t-shirt is
a little fuzzy between gray color and blue color, and the
description finally regards it in blue color. On the contrary,
the trained model considers the t-shirt is in gray color and

Fig. 9. Failure cases analysis. We provide some failure cases where our MIA
model cannot retrieve the ground truth images within the top-10 results. These
failure circumstances can be roughly divided into two different scenarios:
(a) incomplete coverage and (b) fuzzy description.

places the ground truth image out of the top-10 retrieval
results. The pedestrian image in red box is more likely to
have blue t-shirt in the view of the trained model which has
seen thousands of images in training.

To address these problems, we consider making more
improvements to our method in the future work. To be more
specific, we may refine the image partition approach, and
make the number of image parts relevant to the attributes of
a pedestrian. After that, the constraints between the number
of image parts and the number of noun phrases can be
exploited to alleviate the problem of incomplete coverage.
As for the fuzzy description, data cleaning and image quality
enhancement (e.g., super-resolution approaches) methods are
likely to solve this problem.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an end-to-end Multi-
granularity Image-text Alignments (MIA) model for the
description-based person Re-id. The MIA model addresses
the cross-modal fine-grained problem based on three different
granularities hierarchically, i.e., global-global, global-local and
local-local alignments. Specifically, the global-global align-
ment in the Global Contrast (GC) module is for matching the
global contexts of images and descriptions. The global-local
alignment exploits the relations between local components
and global contexts to highlight the distinguishable compo-
nents while eliminating the uninvolved ones adaptively in
the Relation-guided Global-local Alignment (RGA) module.
And the visual human parts and noun phrases are matched in
the Bi-directional Fine-grained Matching (BFM) module for
the local-local alignment. For better training the combination
of multiple granularities, an effective step training strategy
has been proposed to train these granularities step-by-step.
Extensive experiments and analysis have been provided to
validate the effectiveness of our MIA model and the step
training strategy. Our method has obtained the state-of-the-art
performance on the CUHK-PEDES dataset, and significantly
outperformed other previous methods
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